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About me

My name is Aija Anete Strokša, I am a student in the third grade

specializing in hotel management and I would like to tell you about

the first book I read.



The first book

The first book I read was "Greg's Diary" by Jeff Kinney when I was

in elementary school.

It describes a family trip where various things go wrong. In some

ways they made it the scariest trip, but in the end it is a wonderful

and memorable adventure.



Genres of books I like to read

I read a variety of literature, but I am more interested in crime fiction,

and adventure novels based on true events.



How does a book function in the digital world?

I think the book (paper) is more impressive than what is

available on the internet. Yes, the internet world has taken over us.

There are many young people who do not realize the value of a book

and how much you can learn from it.

Although the Internet has won, I am glad that books have not

been completely forgotten because they undeniably expand our

knowledge and enrich our inner world.



About me 

My name is Mark Ševcovs. I am in the second grade and I am

studying to be a cabinetmaker.

I started reading when I was about 5-6 years old.



Favorite book

I like Mikhail Bulgakov's novel "The Master and Margaret" the

most.

The action takes place in Moscow. Woland and his entourage

arrive in this city, where they meet Margaret. Woland invites Margaret

to a ball where she is to become queen, Margaret agrees. As a reward,

Margaret becomes the Master's accomplice



What would a world without books look like?

I also wondered what the world would be like without books. It 

would certainly be very dull and grey, and reading books gives you a 

much broader view of the world.



About me

My name is Aleksejs Budkevičs. I am studying in the second

grade with the specialty of engineering communication technician.

I would like to tell you how my book reading started. I read my

first book in elementary school.



The most enjoyable book

The most fascinating book is "Picnic on the Side of the

Road" by the Strugatsky brothers.

It tells the story of a scientist whose task is to investigate a

city once inhabited by aliens. After their departure, an anomalous

zone was created. This zone contains objects and phenomena

unknown to science, often deadly. What I see at work connects me

to this curious world full of danger and the unknown.



Recommendations for young readers

For new readers, I recommend starting with easier

material and gradually raising the difficulty threshold. When

you feel ready, move on to more serious literary endeavors.

Even if you don't like to read much but don't want to deprive

yourself of food for the mind and soul, audiobooks are a great

option.



Thank you for your attention!

Questions?


